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 This is a true story of four friends getting together, saving each other's life and their families, and moving to start a new life. The story is based on the many relationships of Bhuvneshwar, who plays Veeru and a gang of baddies and Govinda, who plays Ram. It is a story about how love can triumph over all the bad things that can happen to one. But, most importantly, it is a story about finding a family
and that is what matters. Scene 1 Location: Cantt., S.Ind. Year: 2009 Allegations of cheating. A frantic phone call. Protests. A police investigation. A public scandal. Eighteen months in the doldrums of the Indian judiciary and a hush-hush ending. But it could have ended so differently. One tiny difference. A single comma. The ending was the result of a single typo in the judgment. One simple typo,

but it was enough to bring the entire episode of The Great Indian Wapsi to a screeching halt. The road that led to this particular incident began back in 2006. The Great Indian Wapsi A story of four friends, who eventually grow to love each other When Veeru looks back, he feels that his life could have been so much different if he had only known he was going to get the single biggest break in his life
when he woke up on that summer morning back in 2006. Veeru, who plays a terrorist named Veeru, is one of the four friends that make up the gang of people who are collectively known as The Great Indian Wapsi. The Indian judiciary. And, Bhuvneshwar, who plays Veeru. The story is the story of the relationships that Veeru and his friends have with the Indian judiciary. Veeru and his friends have
built a house of cards, one that has been carried out with great skill and effort and with the full backing of all the members of his gang. But it's come with a heavy price. The friends are from the Bihar region of India. Veeru, who is one of the most violent terrorists India has ever seen, has been fighting the drug wars in India for the last 10 years. Government officials call him the Taliban of India. The
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